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Abstract
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Students in upper secondary school write in a number of different genres, and do this in school
contexts as well as in their spare time. The study presented here is an overview of this activity
and the genres concerned. The theoretical framework of the study is that of genre theory whereby
genre is understood as a socially situated concept.

The study is based on 2 000 texts gathered from students on different study programmes all
over Sweden in the school year of 1996-97. The texts were written in different situations. The
most important distinction made here is between test texts (i.e. texts from national tests) and
self-chosen texts, which may come from schoolwriting or spare-time writing.

The texts are categorized according to genre. This text inventory shows a repertoire of 33
different genres in the text material. A small number of genres, such as story, book-review and
expository essay dominate the school writing. The test genres differ from this pattern in that
they clearly imitate texts with a genuine communicative intent.

The most frequent genres are studied further and each of them is demonstrated by an
interpretative reading. This reading shows that the genres differ considerably with respect
to genre character and stability of text structure. A quantitative study of text length and
variation in vocabulary further shows that texts written by two categories of students, those on
vocationally oriented programmes and those on programmes preparing for higher education,
differ significantly.

Reference cohesion is studied in a smaller sample of the texts. This lexico-semantic
mechanism of cohesion proves to exhibit an interrelation with variation in vocabulary as well
as with text type. One particular cohesive tie, inference, shows different patterns in texts written
by the two categories of students mentioned above.
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